


substitutions from cfTNA extracted from plasma samples or from DNA and RNA extracted from 
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor tissue samples. ODxET is performed using the Ion 
Torrent Genexus Dx System.

ODxET is intended to provide clinically relevant tumor mutation profiling information to be used by 
qualified healthcare professionals in accordance with professional guidelines, as an aid in therapy 
management of cancer patients with solid malignant neoplasms. Please note that it is not conclusive 
or prescriptive for the labeled use of any specific therapeutic product.

Action Required: 

We kindly request that you review all previous analyses of patient samples considering that these 
listed RET variants will likely not have been covered and assess the impact accordingly.

We ask that you determine if your current inventory of the panel kit can still be used in your 
workflow considering the removal of the affected 5 RET SNVs.  Please note that the primer 
design issue does not affect any other RET variants listed in the IFU. This notification specifically 
pertains to the five variants mentioned above.

If you decide not to use the impacted kits, we request that you dispose of all affected units in 
accordance with the instructions provided in the safety data sheets (if applicable) and all relevant 
laws and regulations.

To facilitate the corrective action process, please complete the attached Customer Response 
Sheet and return it to us. Additionally, it is essential that you notify all affected users within your 
facility. If you have shipped any of the affected lots to external customers or facilities, you must 
promptly inform them of this Field Safety Corrective Action.

We have conducted an internal investigation and are implementing corrective actions to prevent the 
recurrence of this issue.

We apologize for any inconvenience caused and appreciate your cooperation. You may request your 
replacement by sending an email to: EMEA.Complaints.LSG@thermofisher.com or by calling:  00 800 
5345 5345 option 1.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincerely,






